1- When travelling in a foreign country, you shouldn't keep your money and valuables in your luggage ....... if you do, you run the risk of having them stolen.

A) otherwise B) moreover C) because D) therefore E) although

2- Jack: I found this stone when I was walking around some ruins in Syria, and I think it might be valuable.

Expert: ....... . You were lucky to get it out of the country without being arrested for smuggling.

A) So it is B) Nor is it C) I hope not D) As was this E) I don't expect so

3- We were planning to have a picnic on Saturday, but the weather looked ........ to deter us from going ahead with our plan.

A) too threatening B) threatening enough C) so threatening that D) as threatening E) such a threatening

4- Britain had no intention of keeping the promises it made to Arab leaders of creating an independent Arab nation after World War I, and ........., which wanted Syria for itself.

A) so did France B) France wasn't either C) as was France D) neither did France E) nor would France

5- They were never able to afford a house of their own no matter how much they tried to save money, .......?

A) did they B) weren't they C) were they D) have they E) didn't they

6- Although a suspect ....... with murdering the actress, some people doubt that the police ....... the right person.

A) was charging/are getting B) was charged/would have got C) will be charged/were getting D) is charging/had got E) has been charged/have got
7- ...... of the finalists in this year's tournament are very well known, so no one can predict the outcome.
   A) Each  B) Both
   C) The whole  D) Either
   E) One

8- When we say, "It doesn't matter ...... you know, but ...... you know," we mean that influence is often more important than intellect.
   A) where/when  B) who/why
   C) that/which  D) what/who
   E) when/how

9- I ........... for the project, but in the end, it ........ to the boss's nephew.
   A) was being considered/was given
   B) will be considered/has given
   C) had considered/was being given
   D) have been considered/was giving
   E) am considering/will be given

10- Jeff is very pleased with ...... for finally breaking away from ...... family's business.
   A) he/his own  B) him/himself
   C) himself/his  D) his/him
   E) his own/him

11- You should not panic in an exam ...... there are some questions you do not think you can answer at first. "
   A) no matter  B) moreover
   C) otherwise  D) whereas
   E) even if

12- Engineering is ...... challenging course of study that requires ...... thorough understanding of mathematics and science.
   A) the/a  B) a/the
   C) —/—  D) the /the
   E) a/a

13- I find most contemporary art ...... to appreciate; I prefer to be able to understand what I am looking at.
   A) so abstract  B) abstract enough
   C) such an abstract  D) too abstract
   E) as abstract as
14- Unless you can speak French, you are likely to have problems in Paris because .... French refuse to speak any language but ....... own.

A) a/this
B) the/their
C) some/them
D) any/himself
E) —/themselves

15- The pirates buried their treasure ...... they thought no one would ever find it.

A) which
B) where
C) that
D) when
E) what

16- How was I supposed to know this book was ...... if she didn't write ....... name on it?

A) her/hers
B) her/herself
C) hers /her
D) her own/hers
E) herself/her

17- You will take ....... time to do the job if your assistant works........... .

A) much/too efficiently
B) less/more efficiently
C) fewer/so efficiently
D) the least/as efficient
E) a little/efficient enough

18- I prefer the kind of boss who gives you the freedom to accomplish a task...........you like.

A) however
B) whichever
C) whatever
D) whomever
E) whoever

19- They still seem to be friends ...... the violent argument they had last week.

A) although
B) however
C) since
D) as though
E) despite

20- I had to ask a friend ....... I could borrow her dictionary because I had left mine at home.

A) so
B) as
C) even
D) if
E) that

21- I'm hoping to retake the university entrance exam next year, but ......., I am working in a music shop and studying at night.

A) even though
B) whatsoever
C) in the meantime
D) on the contrary
E) notwithstanding
22- So many of the employees objected ....... late that the boss gave in and stopped asking us ....... it.

A) work/to be doing  
B) to working/to do  
C) having worked/doing  
D) working/to have done  
E) to be working/having done

23- The sportswriters were disappointed in the national team's performance last night, ....... .

A) and I was too  
B) and so did I  
C) but I was  
D) but I wasn’t either  
E) and me neither

24- I've often wondered ....... tonnes of coal it takes to heat a medium sized apartment building.

A) how many  
B) how far  
C) how often  
D) how much  
E) how long

25- My father ....... since the textile mill in our town ....... down five years ago.

A) isn't working/has closed  
B) won't work/had closed  
C) doesn't work/was closing  
D) hasn't worked/closed  
E) didn't work/would close

26- Iraq, Jordan and Syria are all nations ....... were created by the Western powers after World War I.

A) where  
B) when  
C) why  
D) that  
E) whom

27- Since Tim couldn't decide himself ....... he wants to study at university, he consulted the vocational counsellor of the school.

A) which  
B) whose  
C) what  
D) how  
E) who

28- After graduation, he could ....... get a job to learn about working life, ............... volunteer work to experience the way different kinds of people live.

A) rather/than  
B) even/so  
C) so/that  
D) whether/or  
E) either/or
29- By the time the new by-pass .........., it ........ three times the original estimate.
A) finishes/could have cost  
B) is finished/will have cost  
C) has finished/costs  
D) was finished/will cost  
E) had been finished/has cost

30- I was so angry .......... the alarm clock rang that I threw it across the room.
A) when  
B) the fact that  
C) however  
D) whether  
E) though

31- Colin .......... down a lot ever since the boss told him that he.......his job if he insisted on behaving so irresponsibly.
A) calms/is going to lose  
B) calmed/had lost  
C) is calming/was losing  
D) has calmed/would lose  
E) had calmed/has lost

32- Some members of the coalition have been looking for.........way to abolish............ capital punishment.
A) —/the  
B) any/some  
C) some/—  
D) —/any  
E) the/—

33- Middle Eastern politics is a complex subject, and though I tried to give a brief explanation to my guests, eventually I became .......... by my own explanation....... I gave up.
A) too confusing/so  
B) so confused/that  
C) more confused/than  
D) as confusing/ as  
E) confusing enough/ for

34- ........ of the staff were willing to help out, but ....... came up with excuses.
A) Much/a little  
B) None/most  
C) Both/two  
D) Half/ much  
E) Most/ a few
35- The two sides in the dispute ....... to reach an agreement for a week, but it is beginning to look as if they ....... .

A) were trying/don't succeed  
B) have tried/didn't succeed  
C) had tried/aren't succeeding  
D) will have tried/haven't succeeded  
E) have been trying/won't succeed

36- The government has launched a traffic safety campaign to stop so many people............on the roads over the holiday.

A) being killed  B) to be killed  
C) to kill  D) killing  
E) having killed

37- ........person on the committee has an important responsibility, and if it is not carried out, ....... of us will suffer.

A) One/every  B) Any/much  
C) All/the other  D) Each/all  
E) Every/other

38- ........painted the picture on the cover of this old book about Istanbul had obviously never been there.

A) Whomever  B) Whoever  
C) Whichever  D) However  
E) Whatever

39- Had I known that it ....... so difficult, I ....... in this project in the first place.

A) has been/wasn't going to participate  
B) was/haven't participated  
C) would be/wouldn't have participated  
D) is/couldn't have participated  
E) will be/haven't been participating

40- Tokyo, ....... name means "Eastern Capital", was called Edo until 1867.

A) when  B) what  
C) where  D) whose  
E) which
41- If there ....... no gold in Bergama, the villagers there ....... about cyanide poisoning now.

A) were/wouldn't be worrying
B) has been/wouldn't have worried
C) is /weren't worrying
D) will be/haven't been worrying
E) had been/won't have worried

42- Frederick Douglas, ....... was born a slave, became one of the greatest Black American leaders.

A) who  B) which
C) that  D) when
E) where

43- The jury decided that the defendant ....... the bank because so much evidence ....... against him.

A) should have robbed/presented
B) might rob/was presenting
C) must have robbed/was presented
D) had to rob/is presented
E) would have robbed/has presented

44- I hate scary movies, so I have not seen "Alien", which is one of ....... films ever made.

A) more frightened than
B) as frightening
C) too frightened for
D) the most frightening
E) so frightening as

45- The rocket engine ....... in the 1920s, but it ....... extensively until World War II.

A) had been invented/hasn't used
B) has been invented/hadn't been used
C) was inventing/wasn't being used
D) had been inventing/wouldn't have used
E) was invented/wasn't used

46- If you don't mind ....... a little late today, we should manage ....... everything.

A) to work/to have finished
B) working/to finish
C) to be working/having finished
D) having worked/finishing
E) have worked/being finished
47- I pretended ....... his book even though I could not remember even ....... of it before.

A) to have read/having heard
B) to be read/hearing
C) reading/to be heard
D) to have been read/hear
E) read/to hear

48- After the ship sank, we did not have ....... fresh water, so there was ....... chance of us surviving a long journey in an open boat.

A) little/none
B) some/few
C) any/little
D) a little/no
E) less/any

49- Industrial psychology concerns the physical and psychological conditions of the workplace and how ....... factors contribute to ....... efficient work environment.

A) other/—
B) each/any
C) others/the
D) these/an
E) every/some

50- Rehabilitation is a fairly new medical specialty, ....... the notion of helping someone cope with a disabling disease or disorder is an old one.

A) whenever
B) since
C) moreover
D) despite
E) although

51- We took a long time in the meeting deciding ....... to try to expand our overseas markets or not.

A) how
B) when
C) that
D) what
E) whether

52- The bullet struck with ....... force that it passed through the victim completely.

A) more than
B) so
C) enough
D) such
E) as much

53- Two cars collided on the highway, ....... caused a massive traffic jam.

A) which
B) where
C) that
D) while
E) when
54- had the semestre begun the students began to complain about being given too much homework.
   A) The more/the less  B) Neither/nor
   C) Hardly/when        D) Not only/but also
   E) Whether/or

55- I usually take cream in my coffee, but if you have I can do without.
   A) any               B) much
   C) neither          D) none
   E) some

56- A deadly computer virus into my computer while I the Internet.
   A) has got/had been surfing
   B) had got/surfed
   C) got/was surfing
   D) was getting/have surfed
   E) is getting/surf

57- Few writers have written about the experiences of childhood as Arundhati Roy in her novel "The God of Small Things".
   A) as vivid as
   B) such a vivid
   C) the most vividly
   D) more vividly
   E) so vividly

58- The government is currently working with the IMF to tackle inflation, is one of the most difficult problems faced by the Turkish economy.
   A) what
   B) which
   C) that
   D) when
   E) where

59- Since the object of boxing is to injure your opponent, it seems like a very dangerous sport although statistically it is not dangerous rugby.
   A) so/that
   B) as/as
   C) far/than
   D) too/as
   E) the most/that

60- In the year 1816, as "The Year Without Summer", North America experienced unusually cold weather all year long thought by the eruption of the Tambora volcano near Java.
   A) known/to have been caused
   B) to have known/to cause
   C) to know/causing
   D) knowing/to be caused
   E) to be known/having been caused
61- ...... flights to New York are full during the week when we are going on holiday, so we will have to go ...... else.
A) Some/whichever
B) Any/nowhere
C) Every/anywhere
D) All/somewhere
E) The whole/wherever

62- ...... borrowed my pen had better put it back where he or she found it!
A) Whomever
B) Whichever
C) Whatever
D) Wherever
E) Whoever

63- We have brought ...... money with us ...... we have to be very careful about how we spend it during our stay here.
A) plenty of/as
B) so little/that
C) quite a few/that
D) too much/as
E) much more/than

64- Queen Elizabeth, ...... family has been such an embarrassment to her, has somehow managed to retain the affection of a large number of her people.
A) which
B) whose
C) that
D) where
E) when

65- The Black American singer and activist Paul Robeson was recognised as a great artist in almost every country ...... his own, where he had been blacklisted because of his politics.
A) likewise
B) meanwhile
C) other than
D) whereas
E) unless

66- An autopsy is being performed to determine ...... the victim died.
A) where
B) what
C) which
D) how
E) that

67- Few people are still alive who can remember the time ...... Turkey first became a Republic.
A) when
B) which
C) why
D) what
E) where
68- ....... so many people have e-mail and mobile phones, there is no excuse for friends not keeping in touch.

A) Now that  B) Rather than  C) In accordance with  D) In spite of  E) However

69- I haven't decided what I ....... after I ....... from university.

A) do/will have graduated  B) was doing/had graduated  C) will do/graduated  D) have done/was graduating  E) am going to do/have graduated

70- The stock market closed at an all-time high yesterday, but today it may close ....... , because the trend still seems to be up.

A) too high  B) high enough  C) so high  D) even higher  E) as high as

71- The rumour which ....... in yesterday's papers about the death of the President ......... out to be false.

A) had printed /is turning  B) was printed/has turned  C) has been printed/turned  D) was printing/will turn  E) would be printed/turns

72- You can hand in your first draft whenever you have finished ....... it is before Friday.

A) until  B) however  C) as long as  D) supposing  E) in case

73- ....... animals with backbones have skin, though the covering in ....... species has different features, such as scales, feathers or fur.

A) Some/all  B) All/each  C) much/a few  D) Every/all  E) Any/most

74- No one knew ....... to read Egyptian hieroglyphics until the discovery and interpretation of the Rosetta Stone.

A) what  B) which  C) why  D) that  E) how
75- Albert Einstein was a very poor pupil at school; ....... , he became the greatest physicist of the 20th century.

A) by the way  B) otherwise
C) nonetheless  D) inasmuch as
E) by the time

76- My daughter is going to Bali with a friend of ....... on holiday, but since neither of ....... knows anything about the place, they are going to buy a good guidebook.

A) hers/them  B) me/us
C) her/their  D) mine/hers
E) herself/ours

77- Paints ....... decorative and ritual purposes before they ..............as protective coatings.

A) have served/were developing
B) had served/have been developed
C) were serving/had developed
D) served/were developed
E) would serve/were being developed

78- If oil ....... in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States, the people there ..............among the poorest in the world today.

A) didn't discover/might be
B) hasn't discovered/would have been
C) isn't discovered/will be
D) if hadn't been discovered/would be
E) wouldn't be discovered/were

79- Galata Bridge ....... indefinitely while engineers..............for the reason why it refuses to open.

A) has been closed/will look
B) is closing/have looked
C) will be closed/look
D) was closed/are looking
E) had been closed/are looking

80- Though lions are only slightly ....... leopards, they are nearly twice ....... strong.

A) larger than/as  B) so large that/like
C) the largest/ so  D) too large like/more
E) such large /the most

81- I didn't attend university since my father had died and it was my responsibility ....... the eldest son to support the entire family.

A) so  B) as
C) such  D) still
E) like
82- The United States, ....... population is drawn from all over the world, is known as a nation of immigrants.
   A) where    B) which
   C) that     D) whose
   E) what

83- Beautiful ceramics ....... in Iznik, but methods of making some of the colours ....... over the time.
   A) have been manufactured/were being lost
   B) could be manufactured/were losing
   C) ought to manufacture/are lost
   D) must have manufactured/are losing
   E) used to be manufactured/have been lost

84- ..........moisture there is in the air, .......... slowly perspiration evaporates.
   A) Whenever/such
   B) Too much/so much
   C) So much/as little
   D) Hardly any/when
   E) The more/the more

85- All drivers ....... in case they ....... in an accident.
   A) must be insured/are involved
   B) have insured/can involve
   C) are insured/are involving
   D) can be insured/were involved
   E) will have insured/may be involved

86- The house is dark and the door ....... locked, so he ....... out somewhere.
   A) had been/used to go
   B) will be/could go
   C) was /ought to go
   D) has been/should have gone
   E) is/must have gone

87- I wish we ....... more to resolve the problem while we still had the chance.
   A) have striven
   B) had striven
   C) can strive
   D) are striving
   E) strove

88- I’m sorry Madam, but women are not permitted to enter this monastery; ............I must ask you to leave.
   A) however
   B) as much
   C) therefore
   D) regardless
   E) otherwise
89- Have you got these jeans in .......larger size? This pair is a bit too small around ............ waist.
   A) a/the  B) the/the  C) the/—  D) a/a  E) /a

90- Of ........ two men standing in front of the window, ...............taller one seems familiar to me.
   A) /a  B) /the  C) any/—  D) the/the  E) the/—

91- I was ....... in the book I was reading ....... I forgot all about time.
   A) very interesting/that  B) as interested/as  C) so interested/that
   D) too interesting/so  E) more interested/than

92- Bodrum has a nice museum, but I prefer going there in the winter, ........ there are few tourists around the town.
   A) that  B) which  C) where  D) whether  E) when

93- The residents ..........about the state of their road for years when the council finally ........ it.
   A) were complaining/had repaired  B) are complaining/repair
   C) will be complaining/have repaired  D) had been complaining/repaired
   E) have been complaining/are repairing

94- In spite of all the efforts of seismologists, no one is quite sure just ................. the probability is of a major new earthquake occurring.
   A) where  B) what  C) which  D) when  E) how

95- Alan angered his father by deciding to become a lumberjack ....... going into the family business.
   A) since  B) besides  C) instead of  D) whereas  E) despite
96- Unless something ........ to improve water quality, people ........ to get sick.

A) has been done/continue  
B) would have done/had continued  
C) is done/will continue  
D) was done/have been continuing  
E) could be doing/are continuing

97- The plot of the film was ........ absurd to be believable, but it was ........ funny that we enjoyed it anyway.

A) too/so  
B) as/enough  
C) the most/more  
D) enough/too  
E) more/as

98- Since none of us ........ book-keeping, perhaps we ........ an accountant.

A) will understand/are hiring  
B) understands/should hire  
C) has understood/would hire  
D) would understand/will hire  
E) understood/used to hire

99- In addition ........ a number of prize-winning novels, he has tried ........ a positive influence on environmental issues in his country.

A) to write/exerting  
B) writing/to have exerted  
C) to be written/to be exerted  
D) to be writing/exerted  
E) to having written/to exert

100- ........ has heard from Jane for months, and if she doesn't start writing or e-mailing soon, she is going to lose ........ her friends.

A) Someone/none of  
B) Everyone/the whole  
C) No one/all  
D) Anyone/some of  
E) Each one/any of
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>